1. **SCOPE**
   These event regulations apply to the entire event site belonging to the event „Pokémon GO Safari Zone Dortmund“. By entering the event area, the visitor recognises these house rules as binding.

2. **LIABILITY CLAUSE**
   Visiting the event is at your own risk. The organiser is not liable for physical injuries or property damages. Visiting the event does not give the visitor any claims against the organiser.

3. **RIGHT TO REFUSE ENTRY**
   The Niantic, Inc. has the right to refuse entry and/or to remove anyone from the event for contravening or disregarding the event regulations as well as in accordance with valid German law. Any exclusions will last for the duration of the event.

4. **SECURITY STAFF**
   The security staff’s instructions must be obeyed. The security staff represent Niantic, Inc.’s right to exclude visitors on behalf of the event manager, and are authorised to exclude visitors. Likewise, visitors must follow instructions from police, the fire brigade and the organiser.

5. **ENTRY REFUSAL**
   Visitors who are clearly under the influence of alcohol or drugs, who are demonstrably violent or willing to incite violence, have a clear intention to disrupt the event or carry prohibited articles with them, will not be admitted to the event and will be excluded from it.

6. **THE EVENT REGULATIONS’ OBJECTIVE IS**
   a) to prevent risk or damage to persons and property.
   b) to protect the area mentioned in point 1 from damage and pollution.
   c) to ensure a trouble-free running of the event.

7. **IT IS FORBIDDEN**
   a) to enter areas and spaces not intended for the general public.
   b) to drive onto the area with vehicles of any kind, without special permission, or to park them illegally.
   c) to remove, damage, displace or climb over or up structural and other installations.
   d) to bring dangerous, unwieldy or projectile objects on the site, such as bottles larger than 0.3l, tin cans, weapons, flagpoles, ladders, folding chairs, crates, etc.
   e) to carry or use gas cylinders.
   f) to carry, burn or shoot fireworks, sparklers or pyrotechnic articles of any kind, or to start fires.
   g) to relieve yourself outside the toilets or to soil the grounds in any other way and or to bring items like confetti, scraps of paper and rolls of paper.
   h) to bring animals of any kind on the site. Visitors who need assistance or therapy animals are asked to show appropriate ID as they enter the park.
   i) to mark, paint or paste structural and other installations (especially paths).
   j) to record film, video or sound without the organiser’s permission. Recordings with non-professional mobile phones and cameras without interchangeable lenses are excepted.
   k) to act against security’s instructions.
   l) to take any kind of food beyond the usual need for self-catering to the event site.
   m) to bring drinks of any kind beyond the usual need for self-catering in bottles larger than 0.3l to the event site.
   n) to carry bags/backpacks larger than a sheet of A3, or to carry more than one bag in the permitted size.
   o) to carry weapons, explosive substances, defence sprays or any kind of object that could be used as weapons.
   p) to carry tents, hammocks, camping furniture or accessories in general
   q) to sell, distribute, or commercially lend/rent items of any kind at the event site or in the entrance areas
   r) to bring pamphlets, posters, flags or other items designed to serve an extremist, racist, xenophobic, or fundamentalist opinion
   s) to carry drugs or other controlled substances (except in the case of a medical certificate)

8. **PICTURE AND SOUND RECORDINGS**
   Each visitor agrees irrevocably and indefinitely to allow any audiovisual media in which their (moving) image and/or voice is recorded to be used for free - especially for live broadcasts, programmes and/or recordings created in connection with an event.

9. **LEGAL PROVISIONS**
   General legal provisions, in particular those relating to the protection of life, physical integrity and public safety and order, remain unaffected.

10. **GLASS PROHIBITION**
    It is strictly forbidden to bring glass into any part of the event area!

11. **BAG CHECKS WHEN ENTERING THE PARK**
    There will be baggage checks on entering the park. Security staff are entitled to search visitors and their belongings for prohibited items. Prohibited items will be retained by the security staff and disposed of without reimbursement.